
MPC

0.8m RCA - RCA 530.00 

1.0m RCA - RCA 560.00 

1.2m RCA - RCA 590.00 

1.5m RCA - RCA 620.00 

Available on wooden 200-meter reels, price per meter. 59.00 

0.8m RCA - RCA 680.00 

1.0m RCA - RCA 690.00 

1.2m RCA - RCA 710.00 

1.5m RCA - RCA 740.00 

0.8m RCA - RCA 1,850.00 

1.0m RCA - RCA 2,120.00 

1.2m RCA - RCA 2,400.00 

1.5m RCA - RCA 2,810.00 

Analog interconnects, unbalanced

The Name > Halogen Free < - Made in E.U.
High quality Ø 7.3 mm, 75Ω coaxial interconnect cable with a double screen and a solid core. The core and the 

screen are made from pure silver coated OFC. The insulation is made of HULLIFLEX® (*) and has a cream 

colour. Not available on reels.

Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold-plated C - 7.3 (RCA) click-on connectors.

The Bay C5 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality Hybrid coaxial cable with L.S.C., coaxial highly shielded and mechanically very strong, 5.2 mm 

diam. cable. To be used as interconnect, internal amplifier or mixing console cable. With durable red 

HULLIFLEX® (*) jacket.

Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold-plated C - 5.5 (RCA) connectors.

The First® Metal Screen > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The conductor is made of our exclusive Linear Structured Carbon® (LSC), metal shielded with dense braided 

high-quality metal. With durable apricot HULLIFLEX® (*) jacket. Not available on reels, due to the complex 

mounting process.

Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold-plated C - 8.0 (RCA) connectors. Box packed.

1. Analogue interconnects, 

unbalanced
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit. Custom lengths available on 

request.

Nearly all our balanced interconnects are also available mounted as unbalanced 

interconnects with RCA type connectors. Please refer to the balanced interconnects 

section for these options.



Price per meter. 2,890.00 

0.8m RCA - RCA 6,570.00 

1.0m RCA - RCA 7,740.00 

1.2m RCA - RCA 8,900.00 

1.5m RCA - RCA 10,640.00 

Price per meter. 99.00

0.8m RCA - RCA 690.00

1.0m RCA - RCA 750.00

1.2m RCA - RCA 790.00

1.5m RCA - RCA 850.00

Price per meter, available on 200-meter reels. 59.00 

0.8m 880.00 

1.0m 900.00 

1.2m 930.00 

1.5m 970.00 

1.0m matt mini jack (3.5mm) - 2x matt RCA connector 1,060.00 

1.5m matt mini jack (3.5mm) - 2x matt RCA connector 1,130.00 

The MC Silver IT 65G > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
This cable exhibits an extended frequency range up to 65 GigaHertz. It's a slimline version of our MC - SILVER 

IT Mk II 75 Ohm. With durable transparent cobalt blue HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available in regular lengths.

Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold-plated C - 5.5 (RCA) connectors. Packed in a wooden box.

The Wave > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Coaxial interconnect with a solid core of OFC with dense silver coating. This cable is double screened with 

woven silver coated OFC strands separated with an additional thin metal foil. With durable green 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. The characteristic impedance is 75 Ohm.

Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold-plated C - 7.3 (RCA) connectors. Box packed.

The MC Silver IT 65G – box packed

2. Analogue interconnects, 

balanced
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit. Custom lengths available on 

request.

The Flexicon B4  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Balanced, 4mm diameter hifi interlink. With white durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Can also be used as balanced 

mixing console cable or internal amplifier cable. On top of that, not unimportant these days: mounted with on 

both sides a matt gold plated mini-jack or a mini-jack and 2 matt gold-plated RCA connectors, you'll have a high 

quality mobile music source connector cable. Available on 200- meter reels.

Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) connectors.



1.0m matt mini jack (3.5mm) - mini jack (3.5mm) 810.00 

1.5m matt mini jack (3.5mm) - mini jack (3.5mm) 850.00 

Price per meter, available on 100-meter reels 159.00 

0.8m 1,170.00 

1.0m 1,210.00 

1.2m 1,260.00 

1.5m 1,320.00 

Price per meter, available on 100-meter reels. 149.00 

0.8m RCA - RCA pair 1,040.00 

1.0m RCA - RCA pair 1,080.00 

1.2m RCA - RCA pair 1,120.00 

1.5m RCA - RCA pair 1,180.00 

Analog interconnects, balanced

Price per meter, available on 200-meter reels. 369.00 

0.8m 1,450.00 

1.0m 1,600.00 

1.2m 1,750.00 

1.5m 1,980.00 

0.8m 1,870.00 

1.0m 2,170.00 

The Integration Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Based on our Fusion Technology, triple screened quadruple core / star quad. With durable gold tone 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

Comes with gold plated C - 8.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

The Tide > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The two inner cores are made of OFC with a dense silver coating. Available on 100-meter reels. Double 

screened with braided strands and our Linear Structured Carbon® (L.S.C.) with durable orange HULLIFLEX®(*) 

jacket.

With 4 gold plated C - 7.3 (RCA) connectors or 4 Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

The D2 III 3T Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U. - Our multi award winner!

Excellent multi award winning balanced hybrid (metal and Linear Structured Carbon®) 

interconnect. With characteristic yellow-orange durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. This version 

comes with several strands from our highly acclaimed 3T-technology.

With 4 gold-plated matt C - 7.3 (RCA) connectors or 4 Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

Stereo pair The Second® > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Linear Structured Carbon ® (LSC) quadruple screened twin core conductors. With durable light brown 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Produces an amazing good sound quality. Not available on reels due to complex 

mounting.

Comes with gold plated C – 7.3 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.



1.2m 2,490.00 

1.5m 2,940.00 

0.8m 2,350.00 

1.0m 2,930.00 

1.2m 3,520.00 

1.5m 4,400.00 

Price per meter. 9,780.00    

0.8m 17,120.00    

1.0m 21,070.00    

1.2m 25,010.00    

1.5m 30,860.00    

Analog interconnects, balanced

0.8m 40,970.00 

1.0m 52,610.00 

1.2m 62,810.00 

1.5m 76,000.00 

The Orchid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
New ideas about the transmission of ultra-low-level signals with a very high resolution were the design 

parameters of our 2.9 mm diameter thin triaxial interconnect. With Linear Structured Carbon doped insulators 

and Tunnel Technology we achieve beside a good protection against environmental effects also a very low 

microphony. The Orchid is ideal as interconnect, internal wiring for equipment and as a studio musical 

instruments cable. The Orchid is in balanced and unbalanced terminated version available. Not available on 

reels due to complex mounting.

With 4 gold-plated C - 3.0 (RCA) connectors or Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

The MC Silver IT MK III Balanced > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
The best of all our classic metal technology put together in one of the top interconnects of our program: 

extremely spacious and dynamic in its performance, a break through to the future and... cosmetically also a 

delight because of the durable transparent deep red HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available in any length.

Comes with gold plated C – 7.3 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

The CNT > Halogen Free < Made in E.U. - Limited Edition
Our latest contribution to the always interesting world of recording and replay is our Carbon Nano Tube based 

interconnect: The CNT. Carbon Nano Tube is the most advanced conductor material at the moment available 

and exclusively used in our The CNT. We are proud to announce that we are the first company worldwide 

to have a high-tech & commercial application of this very advanced type of carbon. The sound quality is 

unsurpassed with all the properties an audiophile could dream about, like a very spacious, very dynamic and 

very transparent sound without any harshness. Listening gives you the feeling you are in front of the real sound-

stage.

Comes with silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors. Packed in a beautiful aluminium wallet.



0.8m 51,800.00 

1.0m 63,900.00 

1.2m 76,330.00 

1.5m 92,670.00 

Price per meter, available on 200-meter reels. 59.00 

1.0m 360.00 

1.5m 390.00 

2.0m 420.00 

3.0m 470.00 

4.0m 530.00 

5.0m 580.00 

6.0m 640.00 

7.5m 730.00 

10.0m 870.00 

Price per meter. 139.00 

1.0m 440.00 

3. Subwoofer cables

The MINI Sub Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The MINI SUB Hybrid typically has been designed as an active subwoofer cable. It is extremely flexible, and has 

an attractive cream coloured jacket that blends easily in any interior, making it very suitable for longer length 

subwoofer cable applications and all other interconnections where there is need for a very flexible, price-efficient 

cable.

Available as a single lead. Comes with gold plated C – 5.5 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced 

connectors.

The Sub Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Designed to feed active subwoofers in home theatre and professional applications. As a member of our famous 

Fusion Series of interconnects, The SUB combines advanced developments in our amorphous Fusion 

conductor material with our well proven Linear Structured Carbon® technology to reach superior musical 

dynamics, timing and resolution in any active subwoofer application.

With durable yellow Hulliflex®(*) jacket.

Comes with gold plated C - 8.4 (RCA) connectors.

The Platinum Hybrid Mk II Balanced > Halogen Free < Made in E.U. - Limited Edition
Very limited-edition high quality balanced interconnect with extremely purified platinum(!) signal conductors with 

improved platinum coloured HULLIFLEX(*) High Density jacket. With our vast knowledge on metal technology 

we have started by calculating the ideal specifications of the conductors and matched the type of metal that 

possessed these numbers. It turned out that two 0.3 mm solid core pure platinum conductors were right on the 

dot. The impedance between two natural conductors is a very precise 110Ω. The result is thus not only a very 

attractive looking cable but also probably the best metal based balanced interconnect on the market today. After 

our very successful introduction of the Platinum Hybrid MK I, we have been looking at any possible 

improvement, which we realised in a lower capacitance conductor with an improved thicker jacket.

Comes with rhodium plated C - 11.3 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors. Packed in a 

beautiful aluminium wallet.



1.5m 470.00 

2.0m 510.00 

3.0m 610.00 

5.0m 860.00 

7.5m 1,150.00 

10.0m 1,450.00 

15.0m 1,990.00 

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m. 159.00 

TAC - RCA 1.0m 1,690.00 

TAC - RCA 1.2m 1,740.00 

TAC - RCA 1.5m 1,840.00 

RCA - RCA 1.0m 1,180.00 

RCA - RCA 1.2m 1,240.00 

RCA - RCA 1.5m 1,320.00 

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m.
749.00 

TAC - RCA 1.0m 3,200.00 

TAC - RCA 1.2m 3,570.00 

TAC - RCA 1.5m 4,130.00 

RCA - RCA 1.0m 2,700.00 

RCA - RCA 1.2m 3,070.00 

RCA - RCA 1.5m 3,610.00 

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m. 299.00 

TAC - RCA 1.0m 1,770.00 

4. Phono cables

D - 501 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Balanced Hybrid conductor, shielded, extremely flexible tonearm connection cable in metal and LSC (carbon) 

construction. With durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.

Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

D - 501 Silver Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Same construction as the D - 501 HYBRID, however, the two inner multistrand conductors are made of the 

highest-grade Matched Crystal Silver. With durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.

Comes with gold plated C – 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

D - 502 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The twin version of the D - 501 HYBRID with an extra steel-wire ground-lead / strain-relief in its centre. With 

durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.

Comes with gold plated C – 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.



TAC - RCA 1.2m 1,840.00 

TAC - RCA 1.5m 1,940.00 

RCA - RCA 1.0m 1,070.00 

RCA - RCA 1.2m 1,150.00 

RCA - RCA 1.5m 1,250.00 

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m. 159.00 

RCA - RCA 1.0m 680.00 

RCA - RCA 1.2m 720.00 

RCA - RCA 1.5m 770.00 

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m. 219.00 

RCA - RCA 1.0m 690.00 

RCA - RCA 1.2m 890.00 

RCA - RCA 1.5m 980.00 

0.8m 1,940.00 

The Thames > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin lead with Hybrid 7 strand per lead version of our The ISIS twin lead coaxial cable. with a very high flexibility 

and an extra steel- wire ground-lead / strain relief in its centre. With durable dark red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer 

jacket. Specifically designed to connect a turntable with the rest of the system.

Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) connectors.

Stereo pair 3T The Valley > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
With 4 gold-plated C - 7.3 (RCA) connectors or 4 Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

5.  Interlinks based on 3T - True

Transmission Technology
Both 3T coaxial interconnects, The River Hybrid & The Sea Hybrid are, beside our 

standard packed lengths, also available in customer specified lengths. All cable 

manufacturing and customising takes exclusively place in our own facilities. Custom 

lengths available on request.

5.1 Analogue interlinks

The Isis > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin lead 19 strands per lead coaxial cable with a high flexibility and a steel-wire ground-lead / strain relief in its 

centre. With durable bright red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket. Specifically designed to connect a turntable to a 

(phono) pre-amp.

Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) connectors.

Phono cables



1.0m 2,180.00 

1.2m 2,620.00 

1.5m 3,280.00 

0.8m 3,340.00 

1.0m 3,750.00 

1.2m 4,510.00 

1.5m 5,640.00 

0.8m 5,100.00 

1.0m 5,730.00 

1.2m 6,870.00 

1.5m 8,600.00 

0.8m 6,330.00 

1.0m 6,760.00 

1.2m 8,120.00 

1.5m 10,190.00 

0.8m 6,930.00 

1.0m 7,810.00 

1.2m 9,370.00 

1.5m 11,710.00 

Analogue interlinks based on 3T

Stereo pair 3T The Mountain Hybrid  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Stereo pair deliverable with 4 rhodium plated C – 11.4(RCA) connectors or 4 black Neutrik silver plated XLR 

connectors.

Stereo pair 3T The Rock Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
With 4 gold-plated C - 8.0 (RCA) connectors or 4 Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

Stereo pair 3T The Hill Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
With 4 gold-plated C - 8.4 (RCA) connectors or 4 Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

Stereo pair 3T The Cliff Hybrid  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Stereo pair deliverable with 4 rhodium plated C - 11.3 (RCA) connectors or 4 black Neutrik silver plated XLR 

connectors.

5.2 Coaxial interlinks



0.8m 1,450.00 

1.0m 1,630.00 

1.2m 1,950.00 

1.5m 2,440.00 

0.8m 1,740.00 

1.0m 1,970.00 

1.2m 2,360.00 

1.5m 2,940.00 

0.8m 990.00 

1.0m 1,120.00 

1.2m 1,260.00 

1.5m 1,470.00 

Stereo pair 3T The River Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Our coaxial entry level interconnect model with both centre core and shielding made of 3T conductors. The 

centre conductor is made of 19 strands of 150-micron diameter each. In combination with the extra L.S.C. layer 

around the centre core, we have applied two very innovative technologies together to open doors to the highest 

quality in musical experiences.

The shielding is made of 40 3T strands combined with 2 layers of multiple heavy silver coated high quality 

copper strands. Our exclusive 3T technology gives a much higher resolution and richer detail, compared to any 

other metal technology used so far.

With rhodium plated C - 7.3 (RCA) connectors.

Stereo pair 3T The Sea Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Our second 3T coaxial interconnect with technical upgrades compared to the 3T River Hybrid. The single Hybrid 

centre conductor is made of a thicker 3T single strand conductor with 400-micron diameter and coated with an 

L.S.C. layer to improve the signal quality. The shielding has beside 40 3T strands 2 layers of multiple heavy 

silver coated high quality copper strands.

The dynamic sound character combined with the very high resolution will be a very big surprise to you.

All our combined and innovative 3T technology contributes to a very natural sound reproduction never 

experienced before.

With rhodium plated C - 8.0 (RCA) connectors.

6. Digital interconnects, 

unbalanced
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit. Custom lengths available on 

request.

Single packed The First® Metal Screen  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Conductor made of Linear Structured Carbon ® (LSC), metal shielded with dense braided high-quality metal. 

With durable apricot HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Not available on reels, due to complex mounting.

The cables are single packed with 2 gold plated C - 8.0 (RCA) connectors. Box packed.



0.8m 1,040.00 

1.0m 1,150.00 

1.2m 1,320.00 

1.5m 1,550.00 

Price per meter, available on 200-meter reels. 199.00 

0.8m 770.00 

1.0m 810.00 

1.2m 850.00 

1.5m 910.00 

1.0m 500.00 

1.5m 640.00 

2.0m 790.00 

2.5m 930.00 

3.0m 1,080.00 

4.0m 1,370.00 

5.0m 1,660.00 

Price per meter. 169.00 

0.8m 1,080.00 

Digital interconnects, unbalanced

Single packed The Optocoupler MK II
Optical fibre cable never has any problems normally caused by e.g. external electrical and/or magnetic 

interference. Optical fibre is free from any deterioration. Convex shaped fibre ends reduce insertion losses to a 

minimum. Data transmission capacity: > 250 Megabit/second. Connector combination: Toslink - Toslink.

Single packed The AES - EBU 110 Ohm Professional Link
Superior transmission quality for balanced digital signals at a 110 Ohm characteristic line impedance. 

Frequency bandwidth up to 300 MHz with a very high shielding factor to avoid signal emission. With red durable 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

With 2 Neutrik digital gold-plated XLR connectors designed and tuned for digital purposes.

Single packed The First® Ultimate MK II  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The centre conductor is made of Linear Structured Carbon®. Outer braiding, functioning as screen and signal 

return, is made of 6 layers of braided LSC fibres. With durable light yellow HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Not available 

on reels, due to complex mounting.

The cables are single packed with 2 gold plated C - 8.0 (RCA) connectors. Box packed.

Single packed The MC - Digi-coupler 75 Ohm  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Our on special request designed very low radiation digital interconnect. An amazing 126 dB emission damping 

at 1 GHz and 84 dB damping at 4 GHz. The impedance is 75 Ohm +/- 0,5 Ohm till 4 GHz. The ideal electrical 

link between any 75 Ohm source and 75 Ohm load. Think about player-converter connections. This cable is also 

very perfect in XY-component, RGB and S-VHS combinations. With durable gold tone HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

The cables are single packed with 2 gold plated C - 8.4 (RCA) connectors. Box packed.



1.0m 1,120.00 

1.2m 1,160.00 

1.5m 1,230.00 

Price per meter. 2,890.00 

0.8m 3,740.00 

1.0m 4,320.00 

1.2m 4,900.00 

1.5m 5,770.00 

0.8m 990.00 

1.0m 1,180.00 

1.2m 1,320.00 

1.5m 1,550.00 

0.8m 1,490.00 

1.0m 1,840.00 

1.2m 2,190.00 

1.5m 2,680.00 

Single packed The MC - Silver IT 65 G  > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
This cable exhibits an extremely extended frequency range to 65 GigaHertz. It is a slimline version of our MC - 

SILVER IT Mk II 75 Ohm. With transparent cobalt blue HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket and 2 gold-plated C - 5.5 (RCA) 

or 2 gold-plated 7mm BNC connectors. Packed in a nice wooden box.

The cables are single packed with 2 gold plated C – 5.5 (RCA) connectors. Box packed.

Digital interconnects, unbalanced

Single packed The Second® > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Linear Structured Carbon ® (LSC) quadruple screened twin core conductors. With durable light brown 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Produces an amazing good sound quality.

Comes with gold plated C – 7.3 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors

Single packed The Orchid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Comes with gold plated C – 3.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

7. HDMI cables
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit.



1.0m 380.00 

1.5m 440.00 

2.0m 470.00 

3.0m 540.00 

1.0m 580.00 

1.5m 640.00 

2.0m 690.00 

3.0m 760.00 

5.0m 1,030.00 

7.5m 1,220.00 

10.0m 1,440.00 

0,7m 630.00 

1.0m 680.00 

1.5m 760.00 

2.0m 840.00 

3.0m 1,030.00 

5.0m 1,400.00 

7.5m 2,240.00 

8. Coaxial antenna cable
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit. Custom lengths available on 

request.

The VDH HDMI Flat SE > Halogen Free <
The HDMI Flat SE is a special edition of our HDMI Flat HEAC. We were able to reduce the cost considerably in 

reference to our “regular” HDMI Flat HEAC. No Redmere chip is needed and we can work with AWG 28 strands 

of high purity Oxygen Free Copper.

The VDH HDMI Flat HEAC > Halogen Free <
Following the latest specifications introduced by the official HDMI organization we introduced the HDMI Flat 

HEAC: a high quality flat shaped HDMI cable. Compliant with the HDMI High Speed with Ethernet and audio 

channel specification for lengths up to 10.0 meter.

The VDH HDMI Ultimate 4K HEAC > Halogen Free <
NEW: Our The VDH HDMI Ultimate 4K HEAC is our highest quality HDMI cable, ready for the future. Designed 

in full compliance with the HDMI High Speed with Ethernet standard. Supports displays modes up to and 

including 3840x2160/60Hz, warranted for lengths from 1.0 up to 7.5 meters. With high quality HDMI Type A 

connectors. The cable is directional due to a support chip. The monitor side connector has a special monitor 

image printed.



1.0m 420.00 

1.2m 430.00 

1.5m 450.00 

2.0m 480.00 

2.5m 510.00 

3.0m 540.00 

4.0m 600.00 

5.0m 650.00 

1.0m 2,170.00 

1.5m 2,490.00 

2.0m 2,820.00 

2.5m 3,140.00 

3.0m 3,470.00 

4.0m 4,120.00 

5.0m 4,780.00 

Price per meter. 199.00 

10. Loudspeaker cables
All loudspeaker cables are available per meter, unless otherwise indicated, and as 

mounted stereo pairs with spades and bananas in any specified length starting from 1 

meter.

10.1. Single-lead loudspeaker cable

The Name Antenna > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
With all technical improvements over the years to upgrade the video and image quality at home, it is essential 

that the connection between the antenna and the rest of the AV system has a very high quality to avoid signal 

losses.

This means a wide frequency range, a very low internal loss and a characteristic impedance matching exactly 

75 Ohm. You find all this in our The NAME Antenna cable for a budget price, including two VDH custom made 

exact 75 Ohm connectors. Not available on reel.

9. USB cables
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit.

The VDH USB Ultimate > Halogen Free <
The ultimate solution for the USB A-B connection of high-end digital audio products. Our knowledge on 

designing and producing cables, together with using the most modern technologies available has resulted in this 

VDH USB Ultimate cable that will satisfy even the most demanding needs.

The Wind Mk II Hybrid  > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality multistrand single lead (AWG 10.5) loudspeaker cable with Multi Conductor Construction 

(MCC) and a L.S.C.® saturated coating. In peach coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket with black printing. 

Usable connectors: B-122 or BC-6.5.

Available on wooden 100-meter reels.



Price per meter. 329.00 

Price per meter. 599.00 

1.0m set, 4 leads 20,930.00 

1.5m set, 4 leads 26,230.00 

2.0m set, 4 leads 31,540.00 

2.5m set, 4 leads 36,970.00 

3.0m set, 4 leads 41,120.00 

Price per meter. 59.00 

Price per meter. 29.00 

2,0m pair 870.00 

2,5m pair 900.00 

3,0m pair 940.00 

The Revelation Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
A heavy duty, very high-quality single lead loudspeaker cable, with a multistrand conductor, an extra internal 

layer of L.S.C.® and a ring of 16 separately insulated strands. The diameter is 12.5 mm. In red durable 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket with gold printing. Usable connectors: B-352 or BC-13.2 mm.

Available in any specified length starting from 1 meter.

The Third® Mk II > Metal and Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The loudspeaker cable with 4 million L.S.C. fibres with the most neutral result reachable. The THIRD® MkII has 

a HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket and will be delivered only as a set (4 cables) terminated with 8x BC-6,5 with spades 

and 8 extra banana heads. The minimum length of a set is 1.0m meter, maximum length is 3.0 meter. On each 

set of the THIRD® we offer a five-year warranty on material and workmanship. Nicely packed in a handy case.

Available in any specified length from 1 - 3 meter.

10.2. Twin-lead loudspeaker cable

The CT 2 x 18 FEP > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead very pure copper and Linear Structured Carbon® coated Hybrid conductor flexible speaker cable 

(2x AWG 14). With sky-blue durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on wooden 50- and 100-meter reels.

The Twin > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
2 x 1,23 mm2 diameter OFC lead speaker cable, specifically designed for installation projects. Also excellent for 

in-house applications. With either transparent or red Hulliflex jacket. Available on wooden 200-meter reels.

Also available in RED.

The Revolution Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
A high-quality single lead loudspeaker cable, with red HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Like "The REVELATION" it has a 

multistrand conductor, an extra internal layer of L.S.C.® and a ring of 16 separately insulated strands. This 

makes that this cable is more flexible. The diameter is 8.0 mm, which is somewhat less than The REVELATION. 

The red jacket has gold printing. Usable connectors: B-352 or BC- 6.5 mm.

Available on 50-meter reels and in any specified length.



Price per meter. 39.00 

2,0m pair 950.00 

2,5m pair 1,020.00 

3,0m pair 1,080.00 

Price per meter. 59.00 

2,0m pair 1,000.00 

2,5m pair 1,060.00 

3,0m pair 1,130.00 

Price per meter. 79.00 

2,0m pair 1,120.00 

2,5m pair 1,220.00 

3,0m pair 1,380.00 

Price per meter. 99.00 

2,0m pair 1,200.00 

2,5m pair 1,320.00 

3,0m pair 1,440.00 

Price per meter. 99.00 

2,0m pair 1,410.00 

2,5m pair 1,520.00 

3,0m pair 1,640.00 

The Skyline Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Loudspeaker cables are mostly difficult to move through tubes from the power- amp to e.g. the rear 

loudspeakers. With this problem in mind, we came up with a twin-lead FEP insulated loudspeaker cable. 

Available on wooden 100-meter reels.

The Snowline > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead very pure copper and Linear Structured Carbon® coated Hybrid conductor flexible speaker cable 

(2x AWG 14). With sky-blue durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on wooden 50- and 100-meter reels.

The Clearwater > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead very flexible (AWG 14) loudspeaker cable with just one aim: the best quality sound transmission 

for the lowest price possible. With transparent durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on wooden 100-meter 

reels.

The Arctic > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead (2x AWG12) flexible loudspeaker cable with white durable HULLIFLEX® jacket. This is the heavier 

version of our well known The Snowline.  On special order we can supply any custom printing (OEM printing 

for this cable starts at 5.000 meters)

The Goldwater > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin-lead (2x AWG 14) loudspeaker cable like the original CLEARWATER, but with a special gold coloured 

durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket which provides extra protection against ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun.



Price per meter. 139.00 

2,0m pair 1,730.00 

2,5m pair 1,910.00 

3,0m pair 2,090.00 

Price per meter. 239.00 

2,0m pair 2,110.00 

2,5m pair 2,390.00 

3,0m pair 2,670.00 

Price per meter. 359.00 

2,0m pair 3,710.00 

2,5m pair 4,070.00 

3,0m pair 4,450.00 

Price per meter. 749.00 

2,0m stereo pair 6,240.00 

2,5m stereo pair 7,070.00 

3,0m stereo pair 7,900.00 

2,0m stereo pair 8,340.00 

2,5m stereo pair 8,540.00 

3,0m stereo pair 9,370.00 

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors 

(2-4)

The CS-122 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin-lead version of the CS - 12 HF (2x AWG 12). Flat loudspeaker cable, with a L.S.C.® saturated coating 

around the two dense silver coated very pure copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) cream jacket 

with gold printing. Available on wooden 50m and 100m reels.

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (4-4)

The D-352 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality twin-lead (2x AWG 10) flat loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two 

heavy silver coated multistrand copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket, red metallic coloured 

with gold printing. Available on wooden 25- and 50-meter reels.

The Magnum Hybrid MKII > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Heavy, very high quality flexible flat twin-lead (2x AWG 8) loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating 

around the two silver- coated multistrand copper conductors. In a nice dark-red durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. 

Available on wooden 50-meter reels.

The Inspiration Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality 4 lead gold coloured outer jacket loudspeaker cable in Fusion Technology. The four internal 

conductors have separate L.S.C.® layers and an extra centre lead for grounding. This cable gives an excellent 

sound quality.

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)



2,0m stereo pair 9,180.00 

2,5m stereo pair 10,010.00 

3,0m stereo pair 10,840.00 

10.3. Mounted 3T loudspeaker cable

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 9,130.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 9,700.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 10,410.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 12,410.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 14,410.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 10,700.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 11,270.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 11,980.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 13,980.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 15,980.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 12,260.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 12,840.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 13,550.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 15,550.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 17,550.00 

Mounted set 3T The Air > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Van den Hul has introduced a four-lead cable, equipped with our new 3T conductors, called 3T The AIR. The 

AIR is our 3T entry level gold coloured speaker cable that can be used for stereo (2-2), bi-wire (2-4) and/or bi-

amp (4-4) applications. The termination is done with our special 3T rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors.

Mounted 3T loudspeaker cable

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (4-4)

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors 

(2-4)

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)



2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 16,030.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 17,400.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 18,890.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 22,430.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 25,960.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 17,640.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 19,000.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 20,520.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 24,060.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 27,590.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 19,300.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 20,660.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 22,160.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 25,690.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 29,230.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 17,260.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 18,620.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 20,120.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 23,650.00 

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors 

(2-4)

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (4-4)

Mounted 3T loudspeaker cable

Mounted set 3T The Cloud Limited Edition Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This is the pastel blue version of the 3T The Cloud SE Hybrid. The big difference is that this is a customized 

version, protected by a (coloured) braided sleeve, packed in a beautiful aluminium case with a numbered 

certificate hand signed by the master himself.

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)

Mounted set 3T The Cloud SE > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This gold coloured Hulliflex insulated loudspeaker cable is made of 4 x AWG08 groups of 3T strands. Each 

group is made of 6 x 7 strands with each strand a diameter of 0.34mm: combined a size of AWG-8.

Thanks to the heavy 3T construction, you will enjoy a fabulous sound quality. The same as we did when the first 

run of the 3T The Cloud arrived here and performed very well (and even without running in) in our in-house test- 

system after six hours of mounting work. 4 Lead speaker stereo wiring set terminated with rhodium plated 

BERRI Bus Connectors.

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)



5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 27,190.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 18,890.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 20,250.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 21,750.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 25,280.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 28,950.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 20,520.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 21,880.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 23,380.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 26,910.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 30,580.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 32,830.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 36,250.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 40,680.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 50,670.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 60,670.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 34,970.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 38,830.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 43,110.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 53,530.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 63,530.00 

Mounted set 3T The Cumulus Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The very nicely coloured gold Hulliflex insulation surrounds a real sturdy loudspeaker cable with both a very 

impressive visual performance and a matching impressive sound-quality. The 3T The Cumulus Hybrid has a 

quad construction with 4 separate Hulliflex conductors. Each of the 4 x AWG - 5(!) 3T conductors is made of a 

group of multiple 3T strands to produce the best sound ever quality. Available in standard lengths and on 

customer specifications.

4 lead speaker stereo wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors 

(2-4)

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (4-4)

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors 

(2-4)

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (4-4)

Mounted 3T loudspeaker cable



2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 37,110.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 41,250.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 45,540.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 55,670.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 65,670.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 34,930.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 38,880.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 42,820.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 52,750.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 65,670.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 37,110.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 41,190.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 45,270.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 55,330.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 65,260.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 39,150.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 43,370.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 47,580.00 

4.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 57,780.00 

5.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 67,700.00 

10.4. Mounted loudspeaker cable

Mounted 3T loudspeaker cable

Mounted set 3T The Cumulus Hybrid Limited Edition > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This version of the 3T The CUMULUS Hybrid is a customized numbered version, terminated with (coloured) 

braided sleeves, with a certificate hand signed by the Master himself. 4 Lead speaker stereo wiring set 

terminated with rhodium plated BERRI Bus Connectors.

4 lead speaker stereo wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors 

(2-4)

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus 

connectors (4-4)



Price per meter.
2,170.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 12,370.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 14,540.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 16,720.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 14,210.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 16,380.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 18,560.00 

2.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 16,040.00 

2.5 meter pair, (2 cables) 18,220.00 

3.0 meter pair, (2 cables) 20,400.00 

Price per meter. 579.00 

1.5m - Schuko > IEC connector 2,500.00 

2.0m - Schuko > IEC connector 2,780.00 

2.5m - Schuko > IEC connector 3,060.00 

1.5m - US brass > IEC connector 2,770.00 

2.0m - US brass > IEC connector 3,040.00 

2.5m - US brass > IEC connector 3,320.00 

1.5m - US Gold > IEC connector 4,330.00 

2.0m - US Gold > IEC connector 4,610.00 

2.5m - US Gold > IEC connector 4,890.00 

4 lead speaker bi-Amping set terminated with golden plated BERRI bus connectors 

(4-4)

The Nova > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
A slightly thinner (17 mm diameter) version of our prestigious loudspeaker cable The SUPER NOVA. With the 

same beautiful protective red jacket, containing 4 x AWG 8 leads and an extra shield to avoid H.F. interference. 

Made for the audiophile with a slightly limited budget who still wants the best. Nicely packed in a handy case.

4 lead speaker stereo wiring set terminated with golden plated BERRI bus 

connectors (2-2)

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with golden plated BERRI bus connectors (2-

4)

11. Powercords

M.C. The Mainsstream Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Heavy duty wideband spurious signals filtering power cord with 7 strands and heavy shielding. Outer diameter 

15 mm and current handling over 20 Amps. With gold-coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on 50 

meter reels, but any other length can be ordered starting from 1.5 meter.

Only available unterminated upon special request and after our liability disclaimer has been signed.



1.5m - Schuko > 7x Schuko female outlet 4,180.00 

2.0m - Schuko > 7x Schuko female outlet 4,460.00 

2.5m - Schuko > 7x Schuko female outlet 4,740.00 

Price per meter.
579.00 

1.5m - UK standard > IEC connector 2,780.00 

2.0m - UK standard > IEC connector 3,060.00 

2.5m - UK standard > IEC connector 3,340.00 

Price per meter.
249.00 

1.5m - Schuko > IEC connector 1,420.00 

2.0m - Schuko > IEC connector 1,530.00 

2.5m - Schuko > IEC connector 1,660.00 

1.5m - UK standard > IEC connector 1,450.00 

2.0m - UK standard > IEC connector 1,560.00 

2.5m - UK standard > IEC connector 1,680.00 

1.5m - US brass  > IEC connector 1,590.00 

2.0m - US brass > IEC connector 1,710.00 

2.5m - US brass > IEC connector 1,830.00 

1.5m - US Gold  > IEC connector 3,280.00 

2.0m - US Gold  > IEC connector 3,400.00 

2.5m - US Gold  > IEC connector 3,510.00 

M.C. The Mainsstream Hybrid Powerblock > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Mainsstream mounted with a Schuko and a 7 socket connection block. Longer lengths available on request.

M.C. The Mainsstream BS Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Technology of wideband spurious signals. Outer diameter 12.5 mm and current handling over 20 Ampere. With 

gold-coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on 50 meter reels, but any other length can be ordered 

starting from 1.5 meter.

Only available unterminated upon special request and after our liability disclaimer has been signed.

Powercords

M.C. The Mainsserver Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This 8.0 mm special quality powercable is the lower current (12 Amp.) version of our 20 Ampere The 

Mainsstream Hybrid (BS). With gold-coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on 50 meter reels, but 

any other length can be ordered starting from 1.5 meter.

Only available unterminated upon special request and after our liability disclaimer has been signed.



Price per meter. 19.00 

Price per meter 39.00 

Price per meter 49.00 

Price per meter 19.00 

Price per meter 29.00 

Price per meter 29.00 

Price per meter 39.00 

12.3. The SCS-series

12. Industrial cable products
Unless otherwise is stated, price is per meter or per unit.

12.1. Internal wiring based on Fusion technology
All FT cables are available in both red and/or black.

CS - 16 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
16 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire designed for amplifier and loudspeaker wiring 

with durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. In the colours: black, brown, red, green, blue and white.

CS - 14 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
16 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire designed for amplifier and loudspeaker wiring 

with durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. The conductor is sheathed with a hybrid carbon layer. Deliverable in the 

colours: black, red and blue.

This cable is also available as a Hybrid version.

CS - 12 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
16 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire designed for amplifier and loudspeaker wiring 

with durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. In the colours: black, brown, red, green, blue and white.

FT - 18 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The FT - 18 is an 18 gauge cable with 24 strands with our own Fusion Technology conductors: an amorphous 

alloy of Copper, Zinc and Silver. Especially designed for internal wiring of loudspeaker cabinets, amplifiers and 

as general purpose wiring in high quality equipment.

FT - 16 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The FT - 16 is a 16 gauge cable with 63 strands cable with our own fusion based technology conductors. 

Especially designed for internal wiring of loudspeaker cabinets, amplifiers and as general purpose wiring in high 

quality equipment. The 63 strands give this cable a high flexibility; very helpful in difficult mounting situations. Its 

63 strands are made of Fusion material.

FT - 12 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The FT - 12 is a 12 gauge 147 strand cable with our own fusion based technology conductors. Especially 

designed for industrial purposes. Its extreme flexibility compared to the regular available 12 gauge constructions 

is a great advantage in many applications. The FT - 12 has been specially designed for use in high current 

applications in difficult situations like narrow spaced loudspeaker enclosures and power lines in mixing consoles 

and amplifiers. Sonically a very superior conductor: very smooth and detailed.

12.2. The CS-series
CS - 18 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
18 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire designed for amplifier and loudspeaker wiring 

with durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. In the colours: black, brown, red, green, blue and white.



Price per meter. 689.00 

Price per meter. 1,199.00 

Price per meter. 109.00 

Price per meter. 129.00 

Price per meter. 179.00 

MSS - 7: > Halogen free < Made in E.U.
A 36 gauge, 7 strand extremely flexible interconnect wire, available in 4 colours: white, 

blue, red and green. Each of the strands is made of a very high grade of Matched Crystal 

(MC) OFC with a dense and very pure silver coating. Available in any specified length 

starting from 1 meter.

99.00 

MCS - 150MS - 7: > Halogen free < Made in E.U.
The very flexible multistrand wire, made of very pure highest trade Matched Crystal Silver 

(7 single insulated very pure silver leads). For tonearms and other high quality industrial 

applications. Available in 4 different colours: red, green, blue or transparent. No stripping 

problems: the insulation acts as a flux when the MCS - 150 M is soldered to a clip or 

connector at a temperature of 425°C.

329.00 

99.00 

12.5. Connectors

Cinch - 4.0
RCA type connector with 4.0mm diameter cable opening, made for the D-501 Hybrid, our D-501 Silver Hybrid, D-

502 Hybrid, The COMPOLINE, The ISIS and The THAMES. This connector is made from the best materials with 

a phosphor bronze centre pin with dense gold plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colour: gold with 

red and blue coloured marker.

SCS - 12 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 11 Gauge very high quality amplifier and loudspeaker 

interconnect. Also, very useful for tube-amplifier (re-)wiring. PTFE insulated. Available in black, brown, red, 

orange, yellow, green, blue, purple or white on 100 meter reels and in any specified length.

12.4. Internal phono wiring

SCS - 6 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality 6 Gauge (13.2 mm2 conductor surface) loudspeaker cable PTFE insulated. The colour is 

cream. Usable connector: BC - 8.3. One set contains 4 leads and 8 connectors. Available on 100 meter reels 

and in any specified length.

SCS - 4 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality 4 Gauge (22.1 mm2 conductor surface) loudspeaker cable PTFE insulated. The color is 

cream. Usable connector: BC - 8.0. One set contains 4 leads and 8 connectors. Available on 100-meter reels 

and in any specified length.

SCS - 18 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 18 Gauge amplifier and loudspeaker wire with PTFE 

insulation. Available in black, brown, red, green, blue or white on 100 meter and 250 meter reels and in any 

specified length.

SCS - 16 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 16 Gauge amplifier and loudspeaker wire with PTFE 

insulation. Also, very useful for tube-amplifier (re-)wiring. Available in black, brown, red, yellow, green or white 

on 100 meter and 250 meter reels and in any specified length.



99.00 

119.00 

129.00 

139.00 

139.00 

149.00 

XLR connector 3 pin (male, with silver plated pins) 169.00 

XLR connector 3 pin (female, with silver plated pins)
159.00 

Gold plated Bus connector with Spade 129.00 

Neutrik XLR connectors
For the XLR / Canon type of connections we equip our custom length made or standard box packed balanced 

cables with these XLR connectors. We exclusively use the highest quality Neutrik brand black body 3-pole in-

line connectors with silver contact pins; a world- wide professional standard. Black die cast metal handle with 

chuck type strain relief cable clamp.

Gold Plated Bus Connector with exchangeable connection head
Available with 3, 4, 5, 6.5, 8 or 10 mm cable entrance. Comes with heat shrink boot (red/blue) The spade and 

banana connectors are WBT binding post fitting.

Cinch - 8.4
RCA type connector with 8.4mm diameter cable opening, made for The Digi- Coupler 75 ohm, The WELL 

Hybrid The SUB Hybrid and The SURF. This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze 

centre pin with dense gold plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colour: gold.

Cinch - 9.0
RCA type connector with 9.0mm diameter cable opening. This connector is made from the best materials with a 

phosphor bronze centre pin with dense gold plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colour: with red and 

blue coloured marker gold.

Cinch - 12.0

RCA type connector with 12.0mm diameter cable opening, made for The INSPIRATION Hybrid 

(when used as an interconnect). This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor 

bronze centre with dense gold plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colour: red and blue 

coloured marker.

Cinch - 5.5
RCA type connector with 5.5mm diameter cable opening, made for the MC - Silver IT 65 G, The BAY C5 Hybrid 

and The Mini Sub Hybrid. This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze centre pin 

with dense gold plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colour: gold with red and blue coloured marker.

Cinch - 7.3
RCA type connector with 7.3mm diameter cable opening, made for the D - 102 III Hybrid, MC - Silver IT MkII 75 

Ohm, The FIRST® Ultimate, MC - Silver IT MkII Coaxial, The WAVE, The TIDE, The MC-Silver IT MkIII and The 

SECOND®. This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze centre pin with dense gold 

plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colours: gold or white with red and blue coloured marker.

Connectors

Cinch - 8.0
RCA type connector with 8.0mm diameter cable opening, made for The First® Ultimate, The First® Metal 

Screen and The Integration Hybrid This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze 

centre pin with dense gold plating and internal Teflon insulation ring. Outer colour: gold with red and blue 

coloured marker.



Gold plated Bus connector with Banana 139.00 

Gold plated Bus connector Banana part 89.00 

Gold plated Bus connector Spade part 69.00 

Heat-shrinkable VDH insulation sleeve (red and blue) 9.00 

BERRI Bus Connector with Spade 159.00 

BERRI Bus Connector with Banana 169.00 

BERRI Bus Connector base part 69.00 

BERRI Bus Connector Banana part 99.00 

BERRI Bus Connector Spade part 89.00 

BNC to cinch adapter plug with coloured band
Gold plated, available with blue, red, green, white or black band. 79.00 

Cinch to BNC adapter plug with coloured band

Gold plated, available with blue, red, green, white or black band. 79.00 

329.00 

229.00 

229.00 

Cartridge Clip - 1.0mm Gold Plated 14.00 

Cartridge Clip - 1.2mm Gold Plated 17.00 

Gold Plated Bus Connector with exchangeable connection head - BERRI version
New improved version of the regular non-insulated Bus Connector. Available with 4.5, 6.5, 8.3, 10 and 13.2mm 

cable entrance. The spade and banana connectors are WBT binding post fitting. No heat-shrinkable sleeve set 

needed. Available in red and blue. To find out which BERRI-connector fits with which cable, please consult

The TAC in two versions
5-contact gold-plated connector for tonearms. Specially made for our D - 501 Hybrid, D - 501 Silver Hybrid, D - 

502 Hybrid, THAMES and ISIS cable. Available in a 90° angled and a straight version. Black colour.

Connectors

D.I.Y. (Do It Yourself) spade connector (4 units per package)
To make fast and secure spade connections with our loudspeaker cables, the regular soldering takes its time. 

Just strip your loudspeaker cable for 14mm, fold back and screw-on. Strain relief and secured connections are 

the result.

4 screw-on DIY Spades are blister packed in one package for your ultimate convenience.

D.I.Y. (Do It Yourself) banana connector (4 units per package)
To make fast and secure banana connections with our loudspeaker cables, the regular soldering takes its time. 

Just strip your loudspeaker cable for 14mm, fold back and screw-on. Strain relief and secured connections are 

the result.

4 screw-on DIY Bananas are blister packed in one package for your ultimate convenience.

Cartridge clips
Gold-plated head shell wire connecting clip. Can also be used in combination with our CC - 18 LSC wire.



Price per unit. 19,240.00 

Price per unit. 1,460.00 

Price per unit.
19,100.00 

The GRAIL Amp - Made in E.U.
With this product you will be the owner of one of the most innovative and advanced 

phono preamplifiers available at the moment.
53,900.00 

The GRAIL SB Amp - Made in E.U.
The balanced version of the phono preamplifier 97,900.00 

The GRAIL SE Amp – Made in E.U.
This outstanding Grail SE comes with 2 power supplies. 122,900.00 

Price per unit.
96,900.00 

Price per unit.
71,900.00 

The Black Hole > Made in E.U. <
The van den Hul Black Hole is an innovative and advanced four outlet passive mains filter, which core design is 

based on entirely new technology and concepts. It provides high-end audio, video and mixed setups with 

perfectly clean mains power, can handle up to  1800 Watt total connected load and is equipped with four 

individually noise-insulated outlets.

The White Dwarf > Made in E.U. <
The WHITE DWARF is a small though sophisticated single outlet mains filter specially intended for (low power) 

A/V equipment with a current consumption of up to 2 Amperes. It removes mains noise. Using a WHITE 

DWARF in front of each device in your A/V setup provides markedly improved transparency, definition, detail 

and dynamics.

13.2. The Extender
The Extender > Made in E.U. <
The creation of The Extender was based on the search to find this “lost” live experience in any sound 

reproduction.

However, The Extender produces no sound-field, is therefore literary no super-tweeter. You cannot measure or 

hear any sound coming from The Extender.

13.3. Phono electronics

13.4. Amplifier electronics
The Emerald pre-amplifier > Made in E.U. <
The Emerald balanced preamplifier is the next logic step after the introduction of The Grail SB.

We have used the same design ideas from our Grail SB, a remote control is part of the design and the housing 

is made of thick steel. Specifically, the very natural and specific spacious sound is a benchmark of The 

Emerald. The very high resolution in combination with the natural dynamics in replay is another remarkable 

property.

The Excalibur mono power-amplifier > Made in E.U. <
We have used the same design ideas from our Grail SB, a remote control is part of the design and the housing 

is made of thick steel.

13. Electronics
13.1. Power conditioners



Price per set.
389.00 

209.00 

Price per unit.

Price per bottle.
279.00 

Price per bottle. 159.00 

Price per bottle. 279.00 

Price per 12 spray cans. 129.00 

Price per kg. 2,570.00 

Lead-free Silver Solder - Made in E.U.
The strict order in the EU to work without any lead containing solder for environmental reasons combined with 

our ideas about improved metal technology are the basis for this product: the Sn95 / Ag4 Lead free Silver 

Solder. Direct sound quality comparisons between the two types of solder showed immediately the higher quality 

of our Lead-Free Silver Solder. The actual silver content is 4.5%.

The Turntable Spindle Oil - Made in E.U.
Special oil as explained on our website section F.A.Q. Supplied in a 25cc with brush.

The Lower Friction Oil (TLF II) - Made in E.U.
This is the heavy duty version from our previous TLF I. Your turntable and all other rotating components need a 

perfect oil to maintain a high reliability. Our TLF II is the right oil for this demanding job: no oxidation, very low 

surface tension (1/4 of water), very strong binding with the underlying surface and ultra-thin coating (just 

nanometres thick). As a general purpose low friction lubricant TLF II is most suited. Supplied in a 25cc bottle 

with brush.

Pss Pss reconditioning spray – Made in E.U.
Aerosol contained spray which cleans oxidized contacts and also loosens and removes the film that is often 

composed by microscopic particles which have been transported by the polluted air surrounding the equipment 

or objects. The spray not only cleans but also protects the cleaned parts afterwards.

Only available for shipment by truck due to security regulations.

Packed and shipped in boxes containing 12 spray cans.

14. Miscellaneous

The Link
Many amplifiers and A/V Receivers are equipped with a separate pre- and power amplifier part because of the 

extra opportunities such a separation offers, such as connecting a subwoofer or extra amplifiers. Connect those 

parts with The Link and you will immediately hear sound improvement. The sound reproduction will spectacularly 

gain air, detail and dynamic.

Length 15 cm, colour red. Terminated with 4 gold-plated C-4.0 (RCA) connectors.

The Polarity Checker
Helps to enhance your audio system's resolution by minimising its residual ground currents. Supplied with 

operating manual.

The Solution - Made in E.U.
The Solution fluid is a very stable completely non-chemical product which protects the metal of connectors or 

cables for a long time against chemical deterioration. Supplied in a 25cc bottle.



Sample box interconnects

Sample box loudspeaker

Sample box professional

Sample box 3T

Price per ring.

Price per CD
129.00 

Price per outer box (contains 25 pieces)

Sample boxes
Luxurious wooden box contained stripped pieces of cable. Also available with custom selected content.

Health rings
Our Health Ring (*) is an innovative esoteric product for health and acoustic applications. Its highly structured 

molecular composition neutralizes negative disturbances.

Available in all seizes, varying from 20-32 cm in diameter.

Four of a kind: For the time being
This CD is recorded in cooperation with two musicians from Italy: Dado Moroni - piano and Rosario Bonacorso - 

contrabass. This resulted in a full swing of sound, where especially the numbers Poinciana, Monty’s Wave and 

Lime House Blues are outstanding samples of a perfect balance between the music and the acoustics with a lot 

of detail.

Order code: VDH99CR01

Jeroen de Rijk & friends: Central Heating
The purpose of this CD was to record the balance in music and acoustics between Jeroen de Rijk - 

Percussionist and ten of his best friends, each of them performing on another instrument. Especially the 

performance of the numbers Masquerade, Self-portrait and Tarmac are perfect examples of a good balance 

between music and acoustics. They can be used as excellent demo numbers for critical listeners to evaluate 

their hi-fi system.

Order code: VDH99CR02

Louis van Dijk: Family & Friends
A recording made in cooperation with Louis van Dijk and Selma van Dijk. Father Louis supports daughter Selma 

in a large variety of styles and numbers like the very delicate Sweet William and Burjazzque. Music for the 

dedicated and for the technical listeners.

Order code: VDH99CR03

15. CD recordings
In March 1999 we introduced our Van den Hul® Carbon Recordings label aimed at 

providing high resolution reference quality recordings of great music; Recordings using a 

very natural and minimal recording approach and made with the very best equipment 

available, including our Linear Structured Carbon® cables for all connections. All CD's 

have been recorded live to two-track using DCS 96kHz/24-bit technology and form 

excellent reference and demonstration material.



Price per CD. 129.00 

Price per CD. 129.00 

Price per CD.
129.00 

Price per LP. 299.00 

Cable Size

Breeze Hybrid 8,3mm

Clearline 4,5mm

Cleartrack 4,5mm

Clearwater 4,5mm

15.2. Vinyl recordings

A Tribute To Analog: Beets Brothers, Lils Mackintosh, Hans Dulfer  

This very special LP is a reference quality analogue recording, made as a tribute to analog. Excellently suited to 

demonstrate our top- level phono cartridges' qualities, the life material was recorded with Mr. Hans Dulfer, one 

of the most famous Dutch saxophone players, Lils Mackintosh, a well-known solo singer on many festivals and 

last but not least: The Beets Brothers.

Frits Landesbergen Big Band: The Old Fashioned Way
A nice spacious, good harmony and great sounding big band with surprising instrument combinations. A lot of 

playing experience is captured here. For sure you will like the sound because it reminds also to the 60’s and the 

70’s. The sound is too good to let it just fade out and disappear.

15.1. Super Audio CD recordings
Lavinia Meijer: Fantasies & Impromptus
In her third CD for Channel Classics, the harpist Lavinia Meijer (28) has brought together popular Fantasies and 

Impromptus by Spohr, Fauré, Pierné, Saint-Saëns, Roussel and Glière. Lavinia Meijer graduated cum laude at 

the Amsterdam Conservatory in 2005. She was awarded the Netherlands Music Prize in 2009.

Serena: Dances of the Dolls
Music for children can be of two kinds. It may be intended for children to play or for children to hear. Both kinds 

of music are characterized generally by brevity and ease of comprehension, and often by characteristic titles 

related to fairy-tale or songs. This cd offers old and new examples of this tradition, performed by Serena Wang, 

the most conspicuous music prodigy under the direct tutorship of well- known and highly respected piano 

teacher Professor Dan Zhao Yi.

16. Which cable goes with which size BERRI 

connector?

Louis van Dijk: I could have danced all night
Louis at his best with music he hasn’t played for years. For those who also intend to use this CD as a test-

medium, all numbers are suitable toppers. Great acoustics and even better music.

Order code: VDH99CR04

A sounds impression
Contains two tracks from each CD within our first release.

Order code: VDH99CR05



CS-122 Hybrid Cream 6,5mm

Twin 4,5mm

D-352 Hybrid 8,3mm

Goldwater 6,5mm

Magnum MK II Hybrid 8,3mm

Revelation Hybrid 13,2mm

Revolution Hybrid 8,3mm

SCS-2 10,0mm

SCS-4 8,3mm

SCS-6 8,3mm

Skyline Hybrid 4,5mm

Skytrack Hybrid 4,5mm

Snowline 4,5mm

Snowtrack 4,5mm

Teatrack Hybrid 6,5mm

Wind Hybrid 6,5mm

Twin (RED) 4,5mm

Inspiration Type

8 x 8,3mm Normal

4 x 8,3mm and 4 x 4,5mm Bi-wire

16 x 4,5mm Bi-amp

Nova Type

8 x 13,2mm Normal

4 x 13,2mm and 8 x 8,3mm Bi-wire

16 x 8,3mm Bi-amp

Super Nova Type

8 x 20,0mm Normal

4 x 20,0mm and 8 x 8,3mm Bi-wire

16 x 8,3mm Bi-amp

AWG Number Ø [Inch]

0000 0.460

000 0.410

00 0.365

0 0.325

17. AWG Chart



1 0.289

2 0.258

3 0.229

4 0.204

5 0.182

6 0.162

7 0.144

8 0.128

9 0.114

10 0.102

11 0.0907

12 0.0808

13 0.0720

14 0.0641

15 0.0571

16 0.0508

17 0.0453

18 0.0403

19 0.0359

20 0.0320

21 0.0285

22 0.0253

23 0.0226

24 0.0201

25 0.0179

26 0.0159

27 0.0142

28 0.0126

29 0.0113

30 0.0100

31 0.00893

32 0.00795

33 0.00708

34 0.00631

35 0.00562



36 0.00500

37 0.00445

38 0.00397

39 0.00353

40 0.00314

MPC

DDT - II Special (*) 8,290.00

MC - 10 Special (*) 9,690.00

MC - One Special (*) 10,890.00

MC - Two Special (*) 13,490.00

The Frog 15,290.00

The Frog HO 18,890.00

The Frog Gold 18,890.00

24,190.00

29,990.00

33,590.00

29,990.00

29,990.00

25,190.00

1.  The Cartridges
1.1. The Classic cartridge range

Moving Coil cartridge with VDH-type 1 tip, solid Boron cantilever, matched crystal silver-

Moving coil cartridge with VDH-type 1 tip, solid boron cantilever, matched crystal silver-

Special selected version of the MC - 10 Special with 0.75mV at 5.6cm/s output. With 

High output version of the MC - ONE Special with 3,0mV at 5.6 cm/sec output and 

(*) Special: Indicates important improvements. A thicker front pole and a small extra 

With the coil, front pole and suspension of The GRASSHOPPER; The best cartridge 

High output version of The FROG®. Output 3.0mV at 5.6 cm/sec. Comes with an extra 

The top version of The FROG® with matched crystal gold-wire coils and solid boron 

DDT-II Special                                           MC – Two Special                                           
MC – 10 Special

1.2. The Grasshopper III series

The Grasshoppper III SLA

The Grasshoppper III GLA

S = matched crystal Silver coils

1.3. The Grasshopper Beauty series
This series is the successor of the Grasshopper IV.

The Black Beauty GPX

Black body, solid Boron cantilever, matched crystal gold X coils, with 0.50 mV at 5.6 

The White Beauty SPX

White body, solid Boron cantilever, matched crystal gold X coils, with 0.50 mV at 5.6 

The White Beauty CPX-HO

White body, solid Boron cantilever, matched crystal gold X coils, with 0.50 mV at 5.6 

1.4. The Canary
Nylon Body, 24 karat gold coils, VDH Type 1 tip. Extreme sharp focusing of the 

soundstage, not critical for the load-impedance. Output 0.55 mV at 5.6 cm/sec.

The Canary



Standard version Low output 0.25 

mV/channel 26,290.00

Standard version High output 

0.50mV/channel 26,290.00

Gold wire version Low output 0.25 

mV/channel 29,990.00

Gold wire version High output 

0.50mV/channel 32,590.00

Crimson XGW Wooden body 29,390.00

Crimson XGW ‘Stradivarius’ Wooden body 31,990.00

Crimson XGW ‘Master Signature’ Wooden body 36,990.00

Black Crimson Polycarbonate 

body
28,990.00

Crimson XGP SE Special Edition
33,990.00

Crimson XGA Amber body 53,990.00

1.5. The Condor series
A very innovative moving coil design specifically made for very high replay quality. 

Based on technology of the COLIBRI, the more robust CONDOR is made for heavier 

tone-arms (12-20 grams). You will like the very high resolution and extremely 

spacious sound reproduction. Also with a solid Boron cantilever. All outputs

measured at 5.6cm/s.

1.6. The Crimson series
Just when you think "It doesn't get any better...” The Crimson is a top performance custom 

hand built moving coil phono cartridge.

A crossbreed of our The Canary and The Condor. This cartridge is available in natural light 

and dark wood colour as well as in a red coloured (also wooden) version. On special 

request a Polycarbonate body is available. Specific characteristics for this great cartridge 

are a relatively high (0.95mV) output, gold coils, a Samarium-Cobalt magnet, extended 

channel separation and superb tracking ability.

As the popularity of vinyl is reviving again, many requests came in to develop a high-end 

phono cartridge for a more affordable price than The Colibri. The Crimson is the result and 

probably one of the cartridges with the

best value for money available. It is completely hand build by the Master himself and 

comes with a 250-300 hour service check-up, free of charge (for the original owner).



Colibri XGP Gold wire coil
39,890.00

Colibri XGW ‘Stradivarius’ Wooden body 45,990.00

Colibri XGW ‘Signature Stradivarius’ Wooden body 

and gold wire 

coil

49,990.00

Colibri XGW ‘Master Signature’ Wooden body 

and gold wire 

coil

63,990.00

Colibri XGA Amber body 

and gold wire 

coil

67,990.00

Price for the Colibri SPED modification 2,990.00

Price for the Condor SPED modification 1,990.00

Aluminum cantilever 2,190.00

Tip on aluminum cantilever 2,190.00

Tip on boron or beryllium cantilever 2,890.00

Tip on sapphire or diamond cantilever 2,890.00

Tip and boron cantilever 4,190.00

Coil repair (if possible) starting at 2,790.00

1.7. The Colibri series
Top model, featuring matched crystal copper coils and 0.22 mV at 5.6 cm/sec output. By 

minimising the total magnetic circuit the Weisz-domain modulation (magnetic) distortion 

has undergone a considerable decrease. No front pole. Very short 3 mm solid Boron 

cantilever.

The Colibri Master Signature is the culmination of A.J. van den Hul's 44 years of phono 

cartridge research and development. Due to a new magnetic structure, this is the highest 

output Colibri he has ever built. The coil weight is the same, with the same amount of turns 

in the coils. This provides more output, more dynamics, better staging and 40db 

separation between channels. The cantilever is 4 mm; a bit longer than the other Colibri 

models, again for better dynamics and bass response. This cartridge has an unique high 

output: 1,1mV.

All models are treated with the Stradivarius violin lacquer, which has a drying time of 3 
Colibri L.W.

2. SPED modification
There is an upgrade available for The Condor and The Colibri. The upgrade is called 

‘SPED’ (Special Edition) and contains replacement of the suspension wire by a thinner 

version. The damper rubbers will also

be replaced by a “faster type” and a longer cantilever.

3. Turntables accessories 

and

cables
Accessories



Extra magnet modifications for all our moving coil cartridges (for 

increased output and higher resolution)
1,590.00

New body (if possible) starting at 4,690.00

Surcharge per standard job for all VDH cartridges 290.00

Surcharge per standard job for all non-VDH cartridges 590.00

The Tracking Force Meter
Novi poboljšani model: veoma precizan (+/- 0,002 grama) digitalna vaga s zaslonom 

osjetljivim na dodir za mjerenje sile praćenja zvučnice.

650.00

Troubleshooting and repair price-quotation on demand 990.00

Wooden box 290.00

Spirit level 290.00

Cartridge mounting set (brush, screwdriver, 2 washer, 4 screws)
259.00

Tip saver 79.00

The Turntable Spindle Oil - Made in E.U.
Special oil as explained on our website section F.A.Q. Supplied in a 25cc with 

brush.

159.00

The Headshell Link Set
The link between the tonearm and the cartridge. One set contains 4 coloured 

leads (red, green, transparent, blue) of 3.5 cm MCS- 300 with on one side a CC-

1.0 and on the other side a CC-1.2 clip. Blister packed.
299.00

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m. 159.00

RCA - RCA 1.0m 680.00

RCA - RCA 1.2m 720.00

RCA - RCA 1.5m 770.00

Available on 100-meter reels, minimum order length 25m. 219.00

RCA - RCA 1.0m 690.00

RCA - RCA 1.2m 890.00

RCA - RCA 1.5m 980.00

Price per LP. 299.00

The GRAIL Amp - Made in E.U.
With this product you will be the owner of one of the most innovative and 

advanced phono preamplifiers available at the moment. The GRAIL has a 

battery-upgrade for an even more clean and pure power supply.
53,900.00

The GRAIL SB Amp - Made in E.U.
A balanced version of this amplifier, The Grail SB including the battery power 

supply, is also available.

97,900.00

5. Phono electronics

Phono cables

The Isis > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.

The Thames > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.

The Isis > Halogen Free < Made in EU

4. Vinyl recordings
A Tribute To Analog: Beets Brothers, Lils Mackintosh, Hans Dulfer
This  very  special  LP  is  a  reference  quality  analogue  recording,  made  as  a  tribute  to  

analogue.  Excellently  suited  to demonstrate our top level phono cartridges' qualities, the life 

material was recorded with Mr. Hans Dulfer, one of the most famous Dutch saxophone players, Lils 

Mackintosh, a well-known solo singer on many festivals and last but not least: The

Beets Brothers.



The GRAIL SE Amp - Made in E.U.
A fully balanced, dual mono, discrete higher tolerance part specifications, 

regulated dual mono type linear power supply version.
122,900.00

The Emerald
The Emerald balanced preamplifier is the next logic step after the introduction 

of The Grail SB. Stereo line-level preamplifier, fully balanced amplifier design 

with special “accumulator simulation” power supply (ASPS) design.
96,900.00

The Excalibur
Completely DC coupled circuitry. To work also in warm environments, the 

temperature is constantly monitored and active controlled by two extremely 

silent air-vans. This gives a very compact design.
71,900.00

The Extender
The Extender produces no sound and is also not a super tweeter. You cannot 

measure or hear any sound coming from The Extender. The Extender emits a 

signal which communicates direct with the brain. Limited loudspeakers 

performance, coloured acoustics or even some ear defects are hereby bridged.

19,100.00


